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Pat 7alt And Gauit Occupy

freshman Pep Day
Spurs School Spirit
For Akron Game
I
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Senate Surveys
Election Turnout
The fourth Senate meeting of the year was held last Monday
evening in the Senate room. The Senators discussed the past elections,
Freshman Pep Day, cheering at the football games, and the tradition
of prematurely burning the bonfires by the sophomores. Several committee appointments were also made.

meeting of the freshman class
held Monday during chapel

to discuss plans for the
Teshman Fep uay ana oonnre on
'riday, Oct. 23 and Saturday, Oct.

jme

cerefor the
Saturday.
Bill
on
game
the
monies at
"Driges was in charge of the announcements that have been made in chapel,
and
and Chris Unger, Peg Meyer,
de'Helen Houser are in charge of the
corations for the game on Saturday
and the dance in the Union tonight.
The bonfire will be held tonight and
"the freshmen, wearing their beanies,
k
'will march behind the band to
field. There will be several extra
baton twirlers to add color to the
half-tim-
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Dave Figg was made chairman of
bth the Pep Day and the bonfire. Ann
Bob O'Meara were named
Johnson and
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Portrays Dogpatch
The annual Sadie Hawkins
Dance, sponsored by the Y.W.C.
A., will be held in Sevrance Gymnasium from 8:30 to 11:30 on
Friday night, Oct- - 30. Anne Anderson and Janet Lea are
of the dance.

J

co-chairm-

Bab-coc-

scene.

Time slips are due in the Treasurer's Office Saturday morning.
Oct 24. Checks will be ready Saturday, Oct. 31.
Please see that your correct

Pictured above, from left to right,
in front row are: Sally Dunn, Elinor
Welch, Queen Pat Taft, Marge Yoder
and Marge Kurth. In the second row,
from left to right, are: Dale Dixon,

name (not nickname) is shown on
all time slips. All time slips must
be approved by the head of the

Frank Storch, Tom Wise, Chuck Harper and Jerry Smith.

department in which you work.

Westminster Elects

On Saturday the
activities will be accompanied by a
mammoth parade in which the Wooster Scots' band, under the direction
of Mr. Ling, will play host to high
school bands from several neighborischool-spirit-rousi-

ng

Its Student Elders

ng

towns. Beginning at 1 p.m., the
parade will move from the Walnut
Avenue School
on Liberty
east
Street, and up Beall Avenue to Severance Stadium. There it will assemble
into a mass

band and proceed into the

field.

In addition to the Wooster and Akron College bands, the following high
school bands will participate in the
parade: Wadsworth, Millersburg, Mt.

(Continued on Page 4)

Sections Schedule
Social

Calendars

The next social event sponsored
First Section in their fall rush
program will be a rush dance on
October 31 in the Kenarden recreation room. The details of the
dance have not been worked out
yet
by

Second Section has two social events
on its calendar for the immediate future. The first, for section members

will be a hayride tomorrow
night at 7:30. The second is the section's last rush event of the fall, a
dance and party to be held in lower
Babcock on October 31 at 8.
only,

Third Section has announced its annual BOU football dance which will
be held November 14,
8:30 p.m. in
lower Babcock.
Open house for Fourth Section is
planned for October 23. The section's
program includes two other social
events: a smoker Sunday night in

The student members and affiliate members o f Westminster
Church met on Wednesday, Oct.
14, and elected Jim Lindsay and
Beth Irwin as their new student
elders. Their names will be submitted to the church congregational meetings in November and
January for formal approval.
Jim Lindsay, a junior Greek and
Latin major from Seventh Section,
whose home is in Davenport, Iowa,
will be in office from November of
this year until January, 1955, completing the term begun by Marjorie
Wright. Beth Irwin, a sophomore
from Abilene, Kansas and Iran, will
serve as an elder from January, 1954
to January. 1956, succeeding Gordon
Roadarmel.
These student elders take full positions of responsibility on the Session
of the church, "for the purpose of exercising government and discipline, in
conjunction with pastors or ministers."
They probably are among the youngest elders in the United States.
Freshmen and upperclassmen who
wish to join the church as full or affiliate members will be given an opportunity soon. Interested students are
invited to stop by at the church office
in Center Kauke to make further

-- Photo

Danforth Foundation
Announces Fellowships
The Danforth Foundation of St. Louis, Missouri, invites applications for the third class (1954) of Graduate Fellowships for college
seniors and recent graduates who are preparing themselves for a career
of college teaching, and are planning to enter graduate school in September, 1954, for their first year of graduate work. The Foundation

Craig And Logan
Share Direction
Of Cocktail Party
T. S. Eliot's "The Cocktail
Party" has been chosen by the
Little Theatre Staff to be the
Dad's Day play. It will be given
from November 19 through the 21st.
The cast includes six men and four
women.
comedy writThe play, a three-ac- t
ten in blank verse, was first produced
Festival
in 1949 at the Edinburgh
in Scotland.
T. S. Eliot is one of the foremost
literary figures of our time. He has
previously been widely heralded as
author of "Murder in the Cathedral"
and "The Family Reunion." His latest
play, "The Confidential Clerk," has
been attracting wide attention in Edin-burand in London.
Mr. Craig and Mr. Logan will again
direct the play with Mr. McGraw
handling the technical duties.
g

President Howard Lowry announced that progress has been
made toward the erection of the
proposed new women's dormitory, a memorial to Mrs. Otelia
Compton. Working plans for the
building will be ready by December.

ledAsnan Gieeblfta Squad

their

1

recreation room and a
French apache rush dance on Novemnewly-finishe-

by Art Murray

d

welcomes applicants from the fields of
Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, Humanities and other fields of specialization to be found in the undergraduate
college.
President Lowry has named Paul
Barrett as the Liasion Officer to work
with the Danforth Foundation on the
selection of candidates. These appointments are primarily "a relationship of
encouragment," carrying a promise of
financial aid within prescribed conditions as there may be need. Students
with or without financial need are invited to apply. A Danforth Fellow is
allowed to carry other scholarship appointment, such as Fulbright, Wood-roWilson. G.E.B., etc.
All Danforth Fellows will participate in the annual Danforth Foundation Conference on Teaching, to be
held at Camp Miniwanca in Michigan
next September. The qualifications of
the candidate as listed in the announcement from the Foundation are:
Evidence of superior intellectual ability in college record.
Good record of health and emotional stability.
Outgoing personality and the
concern for people, essential for
successful teaching.
Choice of vocation of teaching
as form of Christian Service.
Deep religious convictions and
perspectives.
religious
growing
(The Foundation is looking for
candidates who are seriously examining their own religious life,
and are seeking a maturing faith
and a social outreach.)
Each institution is asked to limit its
nominations to two, or at the most
three. Applications may be submitted
any time between November 15 and
February 15. Any student wishing further information should get in touch
with Mr. Barrett.
w

ber 6.

Nine Cheerleaders

Sixth Section is having a hayride
tonight for its section members only.
Fifty couples are expected to join in
thc festivities which will feature re-

Spark Frosh Pep

freshments of cider, doughnuts,
and
hot dogs or hamburgers. In the future,
he

""

program will include a
smoker
a spaghetti supper.
After dje Homecoming game,
b
Secn'pn held an open house for
proximately 150 alumni of the sec-uThe j next major event of their
social program for this
fall will be
tne'r Freshman Smoker on October
28 which
will feature the Seventh
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aimual Eighth Section
'" egin at 5:30 p.m. tonight at Dr.
Anderson's farm, located east of town.
ne
'ven for section members only,
'" foure
beef cooked in
'ar8e
capdrons, roasted marshmallows,
ir"l
arnnnrl a ramnfire. When
'
' tkney
I
refurn to the section, there will
and refreshments.
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Fhoto by Ait Murray

"Dum, Da, Dum, Dum" What?
Dragnet again? No, this time it's the
Freshman Cheerleaders! Heading the
squad is "Dynamite" Dave Figg, a
former cheerleader from Dover, Ohio.
Margie Yoder, from Bedford, Ohio
and the Freshman representative in the
Homecoming Queen's Court, is next in
Knowing the "facts"
the "line-up"- .
about Wooster, makes Sally Anthony
of Canton, Ohio, really hep and New
Mexico's own Barbara Hargraves yells
right with her. "Big Al" Wasson,
the
"plays
Pleasant Home, Ohio,
hunch" that the Pennsylvania pepsters,
Sherry Slater and Joan MacKenzie
along with Anne Johnson of New Jersey and Cambridge Ohio's "Mighty"
Bill Driggs will carry enough enthusiasm to shake the stadium.

en

The gym will be decorated on the
Dogpatch theme, and Bill Chapman's
band will play. Women are expected
to make corsages for their dates.
Couples will go in costume, and both
corsages and costumes will be judged
for prizes on the basis of originality.
Each section and the freshmen men
will nominate candidates for Dogpatch
King. The king will be elected by the
women and crowned during intermission. Dave Little is in charge of intermission entertainment.
Tickets cost $1 apiece. Sue Keller
of
and Peg McClelland,
the ticket committee, will have a representative to sell tickets in each of
the women's dormitories.
The candidates for king who have
been nominated include Don Ady,
Fourth Section; Evan Davis, Fourth
Section; and Bob Mathewson, Eighth
Section. The chaperones, who will be
selected by Mimi Strause, and the king
will judge the costumes and corsages.
co-chairm-

en

Relations

The International
Club will hold its third
meeting of the year next Wednesday, Oct. 28 in Lower Babcock.
The IRC will continue its study
of the near East as Rabbi Abraham Ehrlich of Wooster speaks
on the Zionist movement. Rabbi
Ehrlich
recently
returned t o
Wooster after spending the summer in Israel.
bi-week-

ly

Chuck Harper reported that 73.4
of the total student body voted in the
fall elections held Tuesday, October
13. He expressed hope that the students would become better acquainted
with the new polling procedure and
would turn out to vote in larger percentages in the future elections. The
class percentages are as follows: seniors 78.4; juniors 75.3; sophomores 70.9; freshmen 70.1.
Four appointments were suggested,
by Dick Brubaker and ratified by the
Senate. Mary Haupt was appointed
chairman of the Dance Band Committee and a member of the Social
Committee. Gerry Carlisle was appointed chairman of the Faculty Evaluation Committee. Keith Henry was
e
named coordinator for the
Conferences.
Bob O'Meara, freshman Senator, announced plans made for the Freshman
Pep Day to be held this weekend. Tonight the freshmen will sponsor the
pep rally and a dance. Tomorrow the
frosh, equipped with a float, will parade down town before the game.
Dick Brubaker asked that the Senate discuss possible improvements for
cheering at the football games. It was
suggested that the Senate sponsor a
cheering block at the games. Other
suggestions included the creation of
of
new cheers and the spreading-ou- t
the cheerleaders so that they are not
all concentrated around the center of
the stands.
After a great deal of discussion, it
was moved and passed that the Senate suggest and encourage this year's
freshman class officers to outlaw the
premature burning of the Homecoming bonfire.
Miscellaneous: The Senate approved
the request of WCW to record a
Senate meeting for use over the air.
Tickets for the Migration Day game
will cost 75 cents. The total cost of
migrating to Hiram will be between
$1.50 and $2.00.
Four-Colleg-

Music Lovers Offered
Diversified Program
by Carol Cobb
Getting tired of hearing the same records over and over again? If you
WSGA or music department
have a record player you can borrow
records by registering at Merz Hall and handing over $10. This fee is just a
powerful incentive to remind you to keep the records clean and in good condition you'll get it back at the end of the year. Musical scores can also be
borrowed, and on Tuesday and Thursday, rooms A and J in the conservatory
are open from 7 to 9 for listening to both 78's and long plays. If you're a
regular music student, remember the practice house is open Sunday afternoons
so that you don't have to miss a single precious day away from your lessons.
long-playin- g

music interpreters will appear in our chapel at
John Diercks at the piano and John Corina, first oboist

Two great contemporary
8 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 25.

of the Cleveland Philharmonic Orchestra, after playing Handel's "Concerto
and three pieces from Op. 94 by Schumann, will make a swift
Grosso in
change to the present by playing Mr. Diercks' "Sonato" for oboe and piano. This
masterpiece, played by Mr. Corina on the West Shore Concert Series and
at the American Music Festival in Oberlin two years ago, was hailed by such
important critics as those on the Cleveland Press. Mr. Diercks will complete
the program by playing works by Debussy and four pieces by Herbert Elwell,
his teacher at Oberlin and The Eastman School of Music. Last Oct. 14, another
of Mr. Diercks' compositions, "Diversion for Two Clarinets and Strings" was
performed by the Canton Symphony.
B-fla-

t"

Band members, in a stag or drag style, will be enjoying a smorgasbord,
games, square and round dancing tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in Lower Kauke.
Designed for social purposes only, it will give the freshmen a chance to know
persons may attend if invited by one of the
the upperclassmen. Non-banelite kiltie wearers.
Tomorrow afternoon, as part of the Freshman Pep Day, the Wooster and
Akron bands along with five high school bands will parade downtown at 1 p.m.
Arriving back at the stadium at game time, the 300 players will join in The
Star Spangled Banner after which the high school members will go to their
reserved section in the bleachers. Wooster and Akron will put on the half
time show. The participating schools will be: Millersburg, Mt. Gilead, Orrville,
Rittman and Wadsworth.
d

Eugene List and his wife, Carroll Glenn, will open the 1953 Community
Concert Series next Thursday, Oct. 29. The program includes: "Jesu, Joy of
"Funeral March" by Chopin, waltzes from "Die
Man's Desiring" by
and "Staccato Etude" by Rubinstein played
Fledermaus" by
by Mr. List. Carroll Glenn will play "Prelude in E major" by Bach for violin
alone. Jointly they will play: "Dance" by Bernstein, "Variations on a Famous
and "Sonata in A major" by Franck.
Theme" by Paganini-List- ,
Doors are open at 7:40 p.m. so come early if you want a seat. Remember,
the balcony seats are not reserved.
Bach-Hes-

Strauss-Gruenfel-

d,

s,
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THE WOOSTER VOICE, official student publication of the College of Wooster,
published at Wooster, Ohio, weekly during the school year except holidays, examination
in
and vacation periods. Subscription price is $3.00 a year. Editorial offices are located
Members of the Associated Collegiate Press and the
room 15, Kauke Hall, phone 373-RepOhio College Newspaper Association and printed by the Henery Printing Company.
resented for national advertising by National Advertising Service, Inc., 420 Madison Ave.,
New York, N. Y. Entered as second class matter at the post office of Wooster, Ohio, under
Act of August 24, 1912.
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DICK SHEPPARD,
FRAN PARK, Business Manager

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

MARCIA LIZZA, Advertising Manager

Mary Crow, Managing Editor
Fred Cropp, Sports Editor
Sally Dunn, Circulation Manager

STAFF ASSISTANTS: Dan Collins, Jay Cox, Nancy Geiger, Peg Lamont, Bob
Kerr, Norm Morrison, Grant Uhl, Pat Gamble, Margaret Williams, Molly
Duffell, Dick Curtiss, Caris Andreuzzi, Doug Russell, Jack Scaff, Irene Armstrong, Joan MacKenzie, Betty Lomis, Jack Hornfeldt, Debbie Daniels, Bob
Wehe, Shelia Meek, Marlene Wyant, Tom Peters, Dave Shields, Sally Purdy,
Cliff Amos, Willem Lange, III.

So He Wrofe The Following:
over-powerin-

g

mon, a desire to learn.
As he learned and worked he began to realize that many things
weren't as they should be and little was being done to change them
favorably. The company had established a policy which firmly stated
that change was not welcomed or even tolerated. (The suggestion box
idea had not yet come into being.) Most of the employees who
against the system were invited to leave or at least asked to resign. It was assumed that criticism was unhealthy and unneeded. Many
g
employees had left because they resented being treated
like children and realized that their own minds and wills were being
narrowed in this environment.
He felt in himself that the employees were an indespensible part
.
They were the core of the institution and, reof the company
gardless of the fact that there was a tremendous turnover yearly, the
company would surely fold if it weren't for them. Yet there were very
few people in the administration who seemed to realize this. The employees were really just a necessary evil in the whole plan of business
and were very often treated as such.
Now for the first time he had his chance to bring his opinions to
light under an official heading. As one of the official voices of the
employee he could make an effort to get their reaction to various policies of the company and make it known that most of them were of the
same opinion.
Many of the persons who had held his position previously had
followed a middle of the road policy and were still on friendly terms
re-bel-

ed

well-meanin-

set-up-

with the adminstration. He could either do this or follow his own
convictions through and risk losing his job.
After long hours of deliberation he decided to stick by his own
guns and work for what he believed right. He knew that the first job
would be to convince the important people that the voice and opinion
of the personnel was worth listening to. So he wrote the following:
"We are not trying to tell you how you should run your business.
In your job as administrators you have problems that are worked out
for the good of all concerned. You have, this year, started an expansion
program which is very noteworthy. You have worked successfully towards a more stable financial basis, brought the company onto a more
equal footing with others of its own size and many more equally impressive things. For these you are to be commended.
"Your record with personnel is not so impressive. A company
without the full support of its workers cannot hope to grow as much
as if they were working with you. The problems which you consider
trivial are very important to us in our daily workings with you. We
know that you cannot be aware of many of the sore spots, but there
are some which have been brought to your attention and which you
have done little or nothing about. You could develop more of that
'mutual trust and understanding' of which you speak if you were to
pay closer attention to our opinions.
"One of the problems, as you are probably aware, is that of communication. Until this time we have not made much attempt to use
this means as it could have been used. Now we are anxious that it
does find its proper place for the expression of both our ideas and
yours. Many misunderstandings which have occurred might never
have if both sides of the problem had been clear.
Between us we can make this a better place in which to work and
live. Without this cooperation we are nothing. Shall we try?"
D. S.

Riddle Ending In Fufility

What is it that crucifies the naturalness of a man?
Humanity is not allowed to act impulsively as individuals but only
as the gang throwing stones in various Cairos (Illinois, of course).
Humanity should not, must not, go barefoot in the city figuratively
speaking. You understand, each man bears his defenses against life
proudly, although he knows that they are not
What is it that complicates the issue called life?
Life, you see, is run according to a Constitution and
that are infallible. (I'm telling you.) The answer to the riddle is what
causes the suffering of mankind in a thousand shrewd tortures. (Some
name them "society's demands".) And it is this something, ever so
clever, that invented the Superman and Superwoman called Ideal
God-force-

d.

By-Law-

s

Citizens

they walk, they talk, according to certain specifications.
What is it that has invented the qualifications for
life?
According .as one acts, according as one acts in accord with
the exact and unquestioned
one will
surely arrive, with the help of neighbors, so help it God. This something, you see, admits no challenges to its Steps and no possibilities
of incorrectness. It knows.
ever-lastin-

g

Such-and-S-

o,

Ten-Steps-to-Heav-

en,

What it it, indeed, that judges

It may be just a trifle early to mention it, but Migration Day is coming
up in just about three weeks. That is the Saturday when the better (?) part
of the student body will carry out their perennial threat to leave Wooster. They
will trek to Hiram by chartered bus, watch the game, and return to their dear
old alma mammy. The student senate has appointed Chuck Eaton ringleader
of this year's mass exodus. The number of reservations will be limited this
year, so if you plan to go, plan early.

God Himself?
Yes, it passes down its several daily "Guilty's" with a
air. This something not only judges, but serves sentence, and oftentimes inflicts its punishment on smiling, humble, but heart-sichumanity.
What is it?
And, as if in answer, man, the animal with red cheeks, goes
walking by.
M. C.
as

self-satisfie-

On Sunday evening at 6:45, WF will assemble for its regular worship service and discussion program. Charles Pindar will lead a discussion on the topic
"Christianity Seeks the Underprivileged Man." The group will use their experiences from the Saturday work project to aid their thinking on the subject.

d

k

Helen Hutchins and Peter Perry, freshmen, and Jane Wycoff, Don Ady,
Bob Buchan, and Herb Slater, seniors, were the students approved by Pembroke
literary club for membership this fall. The club will meet Tuesday, Nov. 3,
at 7:15 p.m., in the Spanish House parlor to discuss an editorial board arrangement and publishing plans which will be presented to the publications
committee for consideration. The club's winter membership drive will begin
Wednesday, Nov. 4.

Hoover Revisited
by Mary Frank

l

i

It seems to us that neither of these conclusions is entirely correct. Studeniu
are, after all, an indespensable part of a college; and in a system of gov.
3U1UCW1II11
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indispensible part ofr .l..
the institution ..to be governedj certainlyi must have a o
oijiat
siderable voice in policy decisions. Actually, the volume of the students'
voirfaso
in campus government has not been tested in recent years. As for the opioid
that the trustees will never alter their stand on compulsory church, such J
opinion seems to us to be based on the incorrect assumption that the truster
bigots. We do not hold this view of men like Arthur Com
are narrow-mindeton, Robert Wilson, and Judge Wegant. These men are of sufficient statur f '
f
to change their minds if the situation warrants.
1
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.
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As a matter of fact, the reasons given in support of the "Let's forget tP &c
whole thing" argument are merely rationalizations. Underlying these ratioine
alizations is the basic belief that compulsory church involves nothing fundu
mental and that further efforts to change the present policy are therefore ntjn'e
worthwhile. If this is the belief of a large number of students, then, by all meanu '
"Let's forget the whole thing" insofar as trying to effect a change throng
the democratic process is concerned. If. however, a substantial majority fi th
students feel, as we do, that compulsory church strikes at the basic idea of CO
dividual freedom in a way not justified by the equally basic idea of group wjvho
fare, then "Let's not forget the whole thing"; but let us use the means at oto Ja
disposal to defend what we believe to be fundamental.
j

What means are at our disposal? Article III, Section 2. of the ConstitutiP0
of the Student Body of the College of Wooster reads as follows: "The Stud apti
Senate shall act as the representative organization for the students in matte(0C
of college policy. In fulfilling this function the Senate is empowered to spei
on behalf of a majority of the available campus student opinion, and is the on'
body so empowered." Article VI, Section 1, of the same document read"S
"When the students of the College of Wooster wish to initiate action by
Senate, they may present a petition signed by
of the members of thea'S
Student Body to the Senate President." It is our opinion that the Board Pse
Trustees would not continue indefinitely to foist the church attendance requin
ment upon us if the Senate were to consistently declare the requirement rt
1,
pugnant to a substantial majority of the student body.
tiass
one-sixt- h

Each night the gay frosh come rustling in to
a few times, they glide through the front door
minute allowed them. A few hushed exclamations
the stairs and prepare for bed. What happens to

rest. After circling the dorm
and "sign in" in the last
escape them, then they climb
them? Ah, I'll tell you.

"Who? Who?" cry these night owls, "Who were you out with? Who
you see?" "Oh, Bill is just a riot. He cracked jokes all evening! I never
such a panic!" "Did you like Johnny?" "He's just a doll!" "Boy has he ever
Clifford." Excited whispers crackle back and forth in the
muscles," "Oh-h-Girls pad on bare feet up and down the hall, hurrying to be ready before
"lights out" signal.
h

air.
the

te

on countless errands, then, 11 o'clock and the lights wink out, one by one.
Is the evening over? Oh no! That was just the introduction to a night in
the life of the freshman owls. Now the talk begins in earnest, and dates, marriage, boys, life, happiness, boys, religion, schools, boys, studies, homework,
and boys are discussed till you'd think the very teeth of the freshmen would
wear out and fall to the floor. Every conceivable angle is argued, every viewpoint taken, and very few points conceded before someone makes the primary
suggestion to go to sleep.
Silence is ignored, however, because some girl in the bottom bunk takes
it upon herself to bounce the girl in the top bunk. "Screek, screek, screek,"
yowl the ancient springs.
"Oh Shirley, stop that! I hate you, you're so mean!" the top girl says
earnestly, as she has every night for the past two weeks. More vigorous bouncing ensues, and then
."

so mean! I

A

got

Toothbrushing completed, faces washed and shining, hair rolled or curled,
busy tongues wagging, the girls now begin even more frenzied activity as
11 o'clock deadline approaches. Papers rattle as
letters are writleaves rustle as the Bible is read, pens scratch as diarys are written in,
lights burn as homework is completed. The silence is irritated as the girls
last-minu-

reel

did
saw

Muffled laughter, a few tears, suppressed gasps, and corny jokes all make
their rounds nightly. These watchmen linger where a group of girls get together, then they wander away and soon another group starts laughing and
crying, talking and joking until that crowd too disperses and laughter looks
for new places.

"coochy-coochy-coo-

pH-lir-

'

On Monday, Oct. 12, in Lower Babcock eight new members were initiated
into Phi Alpha Theta, the history honorary. Those students so honored were
Janet Morris, Eleanor Brackett, Amy Vandersall, Joanne Ferguson, Alice Dem-mleNancy Waters, Bob Tignor, and Bill Chapman.

"Oh! What are you doing! You're

11.

Perhaps the most common answer heard on the campus is: "Let's forget thl
whnlp rhi'ntr Thp maffr has Kppn
rvnry and fnr all WK
"
uraipt (i
change the immutable?" This attitude usually rests on the conviction that ,l
voice which the student body has in final policy decisions is so faint as to
shouting futile and on the further conviction that those who do formulate covar
lege policy are fanatically dedicated to the perpetuation of compulsory chuhe

ng

co-ordinati-

and
the
ten,
and
run

ay

What are we to do in the light of the recent action of the Board of Tru
which makes church attendance a reauirement for graduation ? TTii
,l.
ulc Jtj
tion confronting those of us who sincerely believe that the principle of coj
pulsory church attendance for Wooster College students is not valid.

We might say that Homecoming was a great success this year. The
weather certainly went along with the gag, the play was great, the game was
exciting, the church service was impressive, and the dance was a complete
joy. (That is, if you survived the Bunny Hop.) Congratulations to Bob Voelkel
the week-end'- s
and his committee for a fine job of organizing and
activities.

r,

Modern man must liberate himself from the
domination of mass institutions and mass ideas. Albert Schweitzer
He had been working there for nearly four years and was extremely fond of his job. The variety of the work over this period had
been stimulating and would be hard to leave. He had had to go to
work quite early the first two years but now there were two days a
week when he had no formal work at all.
His contacts through his work had been better than average. The
people he met, both in business and socially, had added much to his
outlook on life and to his faith in man. Some of them had much and
some little in material wealth but the majority had one thing in com-

23,

'

Westminster Fellowship will conduct a unique program this week. Tomorrow morning at 8:30 a.m. the entire membership (that is, all those students
who are interested) will meet and travel out to Boys Village for a morning
work project. The group will work on the buildings and the grounds of the
village from 9 till noon. They will return in plenty of time for the game.

ASSISTANT EDITORS
Don Reiman, Club and Departmental
Joy Hatfield, Features
Carol Cobb, Music and Drama
Jim Cooper, News
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Gentley D. Duncan .

by DON REIMAN
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Friday, October

don't like you! Stop it! Help

(qua

Snug Bundle

Bob
bver

by Anne Walline

She didn't smoke, swear, drink, or tell
jokes; she didn't go
j
movies on Sunday. Things were black or white: all bad or all good. Pos'UvtjkjH
all the radii of her select circle: parents, teachers, friends, church said
ne
intimated so. A smug of bundle of negativity
comfortable
off-col-

or

....

....

....

skill

....

College
no Shack, no smoker, no dens of slough
But the'
the circle began to grow, change, now oblong, now other shapes, bigger, bigetestl
n
no longer the perfect symmetry. New foci which ones were real? N'
friends real and true people: smoke, Damnation!, a social highball, occasioj'
v
bawdry skip church and go to a movie? But real and true people sine-i,whc
convictions, warmth, depth real and true: gray lines, very gray
n

....

stati

Time . . . "well, if you're going to have one, I'll try one too just Quj
kicks. Inhale? How? Ugh." Again, later, same. Yet again, later, same. Agai wj
la No, wait! This time, surprised, "Hmmmm
I begin to see the attra
that
tion." Thought: "Shall I? Shall I not? Shall I? No! Too expensive oncejfor
awhile o. k., but not regularly." Economics: new radius. Better? Question I
relevant. Personal crisis faced that's it. Circle expandable, not pliable n p0;r
boundaries, new bumps.
'g

....

.

Eccentric? No
.

just growing up

...

1

sitk

.

In

.
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by MARCIA

ikno
For
'

LIZZA

Everybody (yes, I mean "everybody") must have returned to his
Babcock front entrance hall and
Mater this past Homecoming week-enwere practically impenetrable both on Saturday and Sunday.
d.

tack

Kr--X

party

me somebody!"

I

"Oh Shirley, let her alone. We've got to get up early in the morning."
"That's right," says the
girl from Texas, "Goodnight yawl."
"Say, why don't you like him? I think he's a sketch!"
"Yawl, don't you ever give up? Let's go to sleep."
After half an hour of talk, the third effort is made for silence. "Would
somebody wake me up for breakfast? I can't live throughout the day without
breakfast."
"Yeah, I'll wake you. But don't you kids think that Johnny
" .
and I said to him, boy I just told him!"
"Yeah, well, g'nite yawl."
"
"But then do you know what he did? He
"Oh, I see.
well, g'nite."
"
"So then this crumb had the nerve, the crust to
"Not really? Well, g'nite."
"Ahh, Mary, dry up. Because you see by this time I was thoroughly fed up.
He had no business . . . . "
" Well, g'nite."
"Oh, Mary, you're so funny. You're just a riot."
To get the completed idea, read the last section about 20 times. After the
interval of
has passed one other girl adds her strong voice to the
one repetitious cry for sleep. The difference is that her voice takes on added
force when she says good night, for she says, "All right, shut up you kids,
and I'm not kidding!"
Eventually quiet reigns supreme except when the Texan talks in some
foreign language in her sleep and wakens everyone. But really she doesn't talk
more often than once a night, and the weary freshman owls get set to experience the new adventures that they will hash over the next night.
sort-of-sile-
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Praises Homecoming Success

Editor, Wooster VOICE:
Another great week-enwas celebrated by returning alumni on Wooster's
35th Homecoming. The weather was so perfect that many came back from
long distances, so that in numbers it was one of our greatest crowds.
We were glad they were able to see the renovated chapel and to hear the
new organ; also to see the rising walls of Andrews Hall. The special honors
to the famous Compton brothers gave an added touch of glamour.
To all who participated as members of the play cast and staff, the team,
the band, decorating committees, queen's court and parade, to the cheerleaders,
broadcasters and musicians our special thanks; with a particular note to the
ladies of Westminster Church who served the buffet luncheon; and a salute
to the VOICE, to Queen Pat Taft, Senate President Dick Brubaker and General
Chairman Bob Voekel and their associates.
John D. McKee
d

Oh
The first social event of any importance during Homecoming week-enwatje
the Queen's Ball which was held Oct. 16, Friday, at 9 in Lower Babcock. Theout'wer
standing thing about the Ball, according to several Scots, was the entertainment
Three male Woosterites solved this problem by forming a trio which P'aHSySf
the accordion, banjo, and bass fiddle. The decorations carried out the regal
theme (what else! it was the "Queen's Ball"). A huge gold crown was in
ij
middle of the ceiling surrounded by crests on the sides. The refreshments.'
Chocolate and white cake with green punch served by three P E A NUTS'
The orchestra? "Juke box serenaders"
that is, records were used. By the eni
of the evening, the records themselves seemed to show their weariness b; Al
constantly sticking. This provided time for a lot of talking and a few repeated
phrases in the songs. When the record stuck on "You, You, You," a few tnois
nex
"You's" were added.
v.

d

j
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cro:

At 4 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 17 at Babcock Lounge, the alumni
was held. What would Homecoming week-enhave been without an alum"1
table
reception ? A huge spray of ffowers filled the center of the
Babcock dining hall. The faculty were on hand to greet the returning forc
k
Scots. Familiar was the repeated sentence "How good to see you. N
did you say your name was?"
receptio

F
tim
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d
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ed
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Wil
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add
The annual Homecoming dance was held at 9 the same day, Saturday. ' five
the usual place the gym. Decorations for the affair carried out the autuir: had
motif with huge autumn leaves over the band stand. As the couples enter whi
ed
this autumn wonderland, they could see
a typic
the

at
right in illusion of
street with the trees changing color. The intermission gap was taken
by First, Second, Third, Fourth and Eighth section open houses.
And so ended a perfect
the game.

week-en-

d

except for one thing', that is.
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The United States Civil Service commission announces the Junior MaWf
ment Assistant examination to be held December 5, the closing date for
being November 12.

harr
n

PP'1-catio-

The Sixth Regional office of the Civil Service commission anr.oun"5 1
new examination called Junior Government Assistant examination to be gVtn
January 16, while the closing date for application is December 30.
Morris Berke of the Cleveland office will be in our office Monday,
Nov. 2, at 9:30 a.m. to meet with all students interested in the exami

morn'1
lation.
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Undefeated Akron
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Ak ron Zips Invade Wooster Tomorrow
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Page Three

by Tom Peters

in the Wooster-AkroTomorrow will mark another chapter
gets temporary possession of a cowbell.
v in which the winner
COl'he history of this cowbell is an interesting one.
aUtCl"
man by the name of Weeds Mason,
As the story goes, a young
'de ho was a student at Akron, came to see Akron play Wooster in 1922.
alone with him he brought a cowbell with
JvenJ
'ever he did not come
n) hich to' make some noise. Wooster disappointed the Akron crowd
victory and m his disgust Weeds
c'ihat day as tney marchec t0 a
cowbell.
his
away
voic(ason threw
inio
jn 1924 Akron returned to Wooster as a three or four touchdown
ch tn(jerdog
and who do you suppose was captain of that Akron team?
to be a big day for Wooster
ustetvJone other than Weeds Mason. This was
omP r it was on that day that the permanent bleachers in the stadium
tatuVre dedicated. However, an inspired Akron squad upset Wooster
Wooster owed him a cowbell and he decided
j 6 Mason figured that
one from one of the cows in this area. No
"borrow"
out and
n

e

mil;e

Saturday afternoon the College
of Wooster Scots play host to a
strong Akron university squad at
Severance stadium in the 20th annual battle for the Cow Bell

I
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1
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trophy.

1

1

4

3ut
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iviiv

ti

ti

1

win-los-

iia.t
ever Saw U1C luwiau ini.
juj.ywnrf(vyjKtrmA
.:..-n.
cinr iitiv
nnnnae drop Jinvi.
Kro kpon
A
rnn- - WT
w IIOSLCI valuta
wvtii iivini-- i tr to r'KfM
wests The cowbell had become a trophy that was much talked about,
never seen.
It was not until 1945 that the cowbell came into actuality. It was
L--

The Scots will be out to make
amends for last week's defeat by Muskingum. However, it will be no picnic
for the Scots, as the Zippers from Akron are currently riding the crest in
the Ohio Conference and boast the best
s
record among Ohio schools.

bp

--

e

win v

While the Scots have a victory over
Kenyon, and losses to both Denison
and Muskingum, the Zips boast victories over five teams, including Find-la-

--

y,

(26-12-

--

)

--

Itto

14-a,tt-

3

l4

Photo by Stu Wright

Tomorrow Akron invades Wooster after having won five straight
and
past Mount Union 16-1- 5
ea(!smaybe, with Wooster looking to bounce back from two successive de-feats, the Scots can even the count on Weeds Mason and Akron by
f
upsetting the Zips who will go into the game as big favorites.

Siskowic Scores Lone Wooster

ne.

,

Play-by-pla-

y

skills.
as indeed all
The purpose of the testing program is two-fol- d
and
ig? testing programs should be to make the players better learners,
to make the coaches better teachers,
This year Shipe is experimenting with a new system of IBM cards
ioi
no in which information is gathered about the situation, the ball carrier,
who makes the tackle, where the tackle is made, and other pertinent
statistics on every play. Through this method information can be sorted
1
out which will be of utmost importance in figuring out which play
Sal will pick up yardage in a given situation. For example, it may be found
ttra that with third down and two yards to go a guard trap is usually good
ce ' for three or four yards.
n :
Of more, or at least equal, importance from the coaching stand- ni" point is that
the same system can be employed in scouting other teams.
By analyzing what a quarterback is accustomed to calling in a given
situation, a defense to cover up the greatest possibility can be employed.
- In fact,
by extremely careful studying of a team's offense over the
course of two or three games it is quite possible that Wooster could
know more about their oppenents than they know about themselves.
'A
For instance it may be found that they run 70 percent of their
plays to the right and only 30 percent to the left. Then the
erense
could be strengthened on the right. The possibilities are inarlor
numerable. It is only a matter of time to iron out the wrinkles before
it can be employed to fullest advantage.
Credit for the IBM system of football grading must be given to
Chuck Mather, Massillon High School football coach, who designed
wa
the cards, and the use of them in Wooster would be impossible if it
outwere not for Ken Chanman. the IBM man at Wooster Rubber, who
ent
given freely of his time and interest to allow Wooster to use the
j

'

rate low in conference play.

Second Holds Lead
Oyer Sixth, Eighth
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Intramural Loop

As a result of last week's action in
the Kenarden League, Second maintained their first place position with
behind while
Sixth a bare
Fifth suffered two losses that apparently put them out of the running.
Thursday's game was forfeited to
Eighth by First. Illness left them without enough players to make up a
team.
pass
Jerry Smith threw a
to Gordon Crislip with 50 sconds remaining in the game to give the Freshvictory over
men a
Fifth on Friday.
First forfeited to Third on Monday; their second forfeit in a row.
Two games were played on Tuesday with Second downing Fifth
and Eighth upsetting the Freshmen
12-Grant Uhl passed to Dave
for Second's touchdown with
the other two points coming on a
safety. Dick Stevic passed to Paul
and Gordon Hall for Eighth's
points.
An intercepted pass by Fred
with less than a minute remaining in the ball game gave Fourth
win over Seventh on
a thrilling 12-Wednesday. Chuck Harper scored on
an interception for Fourth and. Bill
Hauschild passed to Lou Mollica for
Seventh.
The standings as of Wednesday are
as follows:
L
T
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Wooster Harriers Face Case Tuesday
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15-4-
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Victory Over John Carrol!

Coach Carl Munson's cross country squad will entertain Case
next Tuesday in its second meet of the season.
Five Wooster harriers crossed the finish line before any John
Carroll runners as Wooster romped to a
victory in the season's
15-4- 8

two cross
mfli
e

in

mer
vbai

country opener last Wednesday.

rred Wolf won the meet with a
time of 25 minutes 34i2 seconds and
was closely followed by Don Keene,
Will Lange, Bruce Dilg, and Andy
Sonner.
Cross country scoring is done by
adding together the places of the first
e runners

uffli

etd
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now... PAGE GAGE takes
th guesswork out of page- end typing

of each school. Wooster
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VI
VIII
III
IV
Freshmen

0

3

0
0

4

1

2

2

0
0

2

2

0

0
0
0

2

2

V

2

2

VII

0

4

CLEVELAND

1

was the first meet to be
the new course, Wolf's time
' 2'' 3412" is a new course record.
Other 'Wooster runners were Ron
Buckalew, j Dave Donald, Jordan Dickenson, i'.nd
Will Bredenberg. Al
though tlie
runners did not score
themsrlvX they did push the Carroll
ha
rr'ers ylown in the order to boost
Scot 'margin of victory,

DORMAIERS
SBOE REPAIR SHOP
j Quality Repairing
215 East Liberty St.

I
I

Smith'Corona
World's

fastest

PORTABLE

$67.50 and up

Wooster Office
Equipment

Across from the Post Office
i

ROAD

CURLY, JACK, WARREN

SEE YOU AT THE

Farm Dairies
We Have the Best!
Our Foods Have
Passed the Test!

ball handling was the
Wooster
greatest asset to the Muskingum team
as the Black and Gold fumbled the
ball eight times. Four times the fumbles were recovered by the Muskies,
and twice they took advantage of them
to push the ball across for touchdowns.
Early in the first quarter, after a
recovered fumble, Muskingum took
over on the 50 yard line. On five plays
they gained two first downs to place
the ball on the Wooster 9. After a
plunge by Ron Apperson to place
the ball on the 7 yard line, Joe
faded back and threw a flat
pass to Apperson who grabbed the ball
on the goal line and scampered into
the end zone. Hendren converted and
Muskingum led by 7 to 0.
This score stood until midway in
the second quarter when the Scots
finally found the scoring combination.
With the ball on the Wooster
line, Ted Hole faded back and
unleashed a long pass to John Siskowic. John caught the ball on the 50
yard line, and putting on a burst of
speed, he outran the defenders to score
the Scots' only touchdown of the afternoon. Ned Martin booted the ball
perfectly through the uprights to tie
the score at 7 to 7, and shortly after
the first half ended.
2-ya-

Mc-Danie-

30-ya-

25-ya-

ls

ad-mit-

r.
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SPORT SHORTS
Pat Taft was
the first WAA president to be crowned
Homecoming Queen
The Volleyball tournament will begin Wednesday with freshmen, independent,
and club teams attempting to dethrone
the Sphinx.

....

Muskies gaind 179 yards on the
ground and scored 10 first downs to

Wooster's

Cleveland Rd.

n

Coch-rane'-

rough-and-tumb- le

WOOSTER
Ewers, D
Morris
Stefanik
Dowd
Beidler .
Crow
McGuire
Hershberger
Siscowic, J
Ewers, J
Martin

LE

LT
LG
C.

RG
RG
RE

LH
RH
QB
FB

AKRON
Verdon
Malone
Bickel
Bekeleski
Russo
Paris
Stams
Conti
Rizzo
Cistone
Martin

6.

Wooster Muskies

FIRST DOWNS
Rushing
Passing
Penalties
Total
RUSHING
Times carried
Yards gained
Yards lost
Net gain (yds)
FORWARD PASSING
No. attempted
No. completed
No. had intercepted
Net gain (yds) ....
Scoring passes
Yds. inter, ret. by
TOTAL OFFENSE
Total plays
Net gain (yds) ....

rd

3
3

7

0
6

0
10

30
81
60

58
210

21

179

18
4

3

WITH

cats
SHOE POLiSK

31

TAYLOR'S
Your Safest Shoe Store
N.E. SIDE OF SQUARE

16
8

2

3

118

72

1

1

12

27

48
139

74
251

WOOSTER

PUNTING

8
Times kicked
0
Had blocked
333
Yds. kicked
Avg. per punt (yds) 41.6
PUNT RETURNS
5
No. of returns
37
Yds. rturned
KICKOFF RETURNS
3
No. of returns
Yds. returned
39
PENALTIES AGAINST
6
Number
60
Yards
OWN FUMBLES
Total number ...
No. of times
ball was lost

d

ot

In the statistics department the Muskingum defense proved much the superior as they held the Scots to only
21 yards net gain by rushing. The

THEATER
0
269
33.6

FRIDAY
SUN.

4
23
2
13

SATURDAY
TUES.
MON.
Clark Gable
Ava Gardner
in

"MOGANCBO"

3

15

in Color Taken in Africa
Regular Admission

.

The Best Place In Town
And A Place Where Scots Abound
Is

Madison Ave.

ed

hard-runnin- g

n,

The third and most of the fourth
quarters were just a series of punt exchanges with neither team able to pick
up much yardage. Two beautiful quick
kicks by Ned Martin got the Scots out
of the hole on two occasions. However, with about five minutes remaining in the game, the Muskingum line
pounced on a fumbled Wooster hand-off- .
The Muskies recovered the ball on
line, and 5 plays
the Wooster
line.
later they were on the
From there McDaniels attempted a
quarterback sneak just gaining enough
yardage to score the winning touchdown. Brown converted for the extra
point, and the final score read: Muskingum 14, Wooster 7.
1-fo-

i

rd

At the start of the second half the
Scots were penalized 15 yards for delay of the game caused by the long
half time ceremony. Consequently
Wooster had to kick from the
line. Muskingum took the ball
on their own 38 and proceeded to
march to the Wooster 20 yard line
before a pass interception by Jim
Ewers halted them.

41-yar-

In Our Business
We Need Your Head

Since tlnis

,pli-

4

Weigel's Barber Shop

run over

-

II

had

the lowest possible score of 15
while the John Carroll runners finished 6th, 9ith,
11th, and 14th for a
'otal of 4k points.

The annual
BLOOD BOOSTERS
blood drive of the Wayne County Red
Cross at the college will be handled
through the WAA again this fall. Friday, Nov. 6, will be the only opportunity to donate blood this year as
there will not be a spring campaign.
Golf was
IN THE BEGINNING
claimed to have been invented by both
the Scotch and the Dutch. A Scotch
shepherd is said to have accidently
knocked a round stone into a hole
with his staff, while the Dutch maintain that they played "Kolf" on the
ice. However it may have originated,
golf became so popular in Scotland by
1457 that the king restricted it to
force the people to continue archery.
John Reid, the father of golf in the
United States, formed the first golf
club in Yonkers in 1888.
Barb Bourns anSHARKETTES
nounces that 15 girls have been
to Sharks after being judged by
the present members. They are: Elaine
Cowles, Anne Kelso, Selma Hokan-son- .
Barb Sigler, Barb Jekel, Betty
Lou Cayley, Nancy Franks, Joyce Apple, Kathy Griswoid, Sally Anthony,
Betty Lomas, Judy Dauber, Kay Dem-moSue Thorne, and Lenore Wei-me-

The Wooster gridders suffered their second straight defeat last
Saturday afternoon by a 14 to 7 score at the hands of Muskingum college. It was the fifth straight year that the Muskies have tripped the
Scots, and the large Homecoming crowd went away disappointed. The
defeat gives Wooster a record of one win and two losses for the season,
and since all three opponents were Ohio Conference foes, the Scots

nd

d

by Nancy Geiger

by Jay Cox

When the rest of the members of the student body finish their
classes on Friday, thoughts of grades for anything they do over the
weekend never enter their heads, but the members of the football
squad receive grades for what they do on the football field on Saturday.
movies of the games are taken by Paul Shanabrook,
Bob Voelkel, and Ed Westlake, and these movies are run over and
over as each player is graded on his participation in each play. Three
factors enter into the grading attitudes, skills and knowledge. Each
?0 'of these factors depends in some way on the others. For instance,
'1VC
skills and attitudes reflect the player's knowledge of the assignment of
lc ' the
play, and a player's attitude will help him get the most out of his

al

all-arou-
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Muskingum Hands Scots Second Loss;

y
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(16-15-

);

field-gener-

""'this season. Last week they squeaked

f

);

14-1- 4

spea
'

(39-12-

(26-12- );

that year that Mrs. V. W. Helm presented Coach Carl Munson with
that had been locked to a suitcase that she and her husband,
cowbell
a
of
"who was International Secretary of the YMCA, had taken with them
Japan, China, and other countries.
Fred Sefton of Akron had the scores of all games from 1923
engraved on the bell which is now in possession of Wooster. The Scots
utiicaptured the bell in 1951 when Pete Hershberger's conversion gave
victory. Wooster retained possession with last year's
udeWooster a
tie.
6

Wittenburg,

);

Muskingum,
West Va. Tech,
and Mount Union,
So, on paper, the Scots will be the
underdogs but you can bet your last
salty buck that it will be quite a tussle. The Scots are out a avenge the
tie that cost them last year's
Ohio Conference championship.
Johnny Cistone and Marion Rossi
handle the Zips'
Cistone is
and short pasthe better
passer; Rossi the better
ser. Both are quite adept and have
proved it.
Buster Rizzo, a great broken-fielrunner, is the number one right half.
He is fast and shifty, with a terrific
change of pace. Being an excellent pass
receiver, he is one of Cistone's favorite targets. At left half is Tom Con-ti- ,
a hardnose,
back who
rates as one of the better blockers in
the backfield.
John L. Martin and Bob Schutzbach
handle the fullback chores. Martin is
very fast and grinds out many first
downs. He also is a standout defensively. Schutzbach is a fine runner, too,
as is evidencd by the thre TD's he
scored in Akron's victory over West
Virginia Tech.
The Zips' line is great offensively
but not so good defnsively. In the
Wittenburg and Muskingum games
the Zips opened several huge, gaping
holes in their opponents'
forward
walls. The Akron line includes letter-meJohn Verdon, Jerry Reeves, Frank
Stams, Chet Bekeleski, and Mario Rus-s- o
(not to be confused with Rizzo or
Rossi).
We hope that this gives you some
s
sort of picture of Coach Red
squad. It looks like a
tilt from the word go.
Here are the probable starting lineups:
(38-32-

ty'n

7--

Record

5-- 0

THE LAUNDROMAT
402 E. Liberty St.

WED.
I

i

THURS.

Barbara Stanwyck

Richard Carlson
in
"ALL I DESIRE"

WOOSTER VOICE
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I.R.C. Panel
Every Sunday afternoon the International Relations Club is on
the air over radio station WWST.
From 3:30 until 4 IRC presents
the prominent world news from
the four corners of the globe.
Each week
is devoted to
the most important issue in the news
for that week. Last week the panel
discussed the recent sore spot of the
world, Trieste.
The panel is composed of those
members of the IRC who are interested in radio work. Fran Park is the
15-minu-
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moderator each week and is in charge
of the production. This Sunday the
panel consists of Keith Henry, Don
Shonting, Fred Thayer, Ward Barr,
Jordan Dickinson, and Norman Morrison.

This Sunday the main topic of
cussion will be the recent flare up
tween Jordan and Israel.
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(Continued from Page 1)
Gilead, Orrville, and Rittman.
Besides the numerous bands the parade will include Boy Scouts and
Girl Scouts from Wooster, 15 antique
cars, contrasted by several
shiny new cars contributed by Wooster dealers, a troupe of men and women from the Saddle Club, two units
from the Wooster fire department, and
the freshman cheerleaders riding in a
hitch of horses and wagon.
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ANNIHILATE AKRON
Meet Your Friends At
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THE "POINT"
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Enjoy Good Food Together
Hours :

The Coffee May Become Cold,
But the Company Here Is Hot!

THE SHACK

33RD ANNIVERSARY EVENT
SMART NEW

REVERSIBLE JACKETS

7 a.m.

Sun. 5 p.m.
11:30 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Entrances on Beall Ave. & Cleveland

$9.75

11:30 p.m.
Rd.

All the New Color Combinations

Black Included

Brenner Bros.
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WOOSTER, OHIO

FALL IS HERE

FOR THE FALL

COSTUME JEWELRY

CAN WINTER BE FAR BEHIND?

VISIT

PROMPT

WHO SAID THAT?

THE GIFT CORNER
PUBLIC SQUARE

WATCH REPAIR SERVICE

DON'T FORGET TO GET
YOUR COLOR FILM

GARLAND SWEATERS

CRYSTALS REPLACED
MAINSPRINGS REPLACED
CLEAN & PUT IN GOOD ORDER
5--

One Garland Makes You Happy

15

1--

3

Minutes
Hours
3--

7

DAYS

BEAUTIFUL FALL PICTURES

Two Make You Proud

JEWELRY REPAIR
RINGS SIZED
ENGRAVING

Three Make a Wardrobe
BEAUTIFUL HAND FASHIONED
CLASSICS IN COLORS
THAT CANNOT BE EQUALLED

$5.95 to $10.95

nytler Gamera Shop
RIGHT DOWN THE HILL

Beulali Beclitel Shop
!

Public Square

UNCI 190

CORNER LIBERTY & BEVER
I DID

Phone

16
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The Wayne County

Nafl Bank

Open an Account for Any Amount
Established

1845

Member F.D.I.C.

Phone 4

DIAMONDS

&

WATCHES

Lahm's Jewelry
221 E. Liberty Street

Phone

1035--

SIZES
34-4- 0

FRONT OR BACK!
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DIAMOND MERCHANTS
MARGARET PRITCHARD, Owners
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WEAR IT BUTTONED
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Wheat,
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Green.
Looks perfectly beautiful either way. Wool
zephyr yarn, styled by
"Joan Marie."
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into
an
important
job!
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Become a Serrice Representatrref
A public contact position . . . at
a good salary. A real opportunity
for a woman with a college background.
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Call your College Placement Office, or visit the
Obi Bell Women's Employment Office nearest you.

FEiEEDlAKR'S

The Ohio Doll Tolophonc Company
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